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State policy prohibits the payment of state funds (general, federal or restricted) for the following types of "personal" greetings/acknowledgements:

- Get-well greetings
- Bereavement acknowledgements
- Holiday greetings
- Birth acknowledgements
- Congratulatory greetings for graduations, marriage, anniversary, etc.
- Any and all types of personal greetings

These greetings or acknowledgements can take many forms, all of which are prohibited: cut flower bouquets, artificial flower bouquets, live plants, greeting cards, balloon bouquets, fruit baskets, or any other type novelty item the intent of which is to extend a "personal" greeting.

This prohibition applies even though the "personal" greeting/acknowledgement identifies all employees of the department or agency as the sender, or identifies the name of the department or agency itself as the sender.

In consideration of these guidelines and policies, one's interpretation should be on a strict, rather than loose, construction basis. Obviously, the objective should not be to rationalize ways and means for circumvention.